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President’s Message:
With another driving summer season coming to a
close, I imagine it depends where you live, whether
you had a good season or a wet one. Our attempt to
schedule social drives and activities failed
miserably this summer, due to the rain or generally
wet conditions. If the fall weather continues to
cooperate, we will try to arrange one more social
drive. Stay tuned. My disappointment was shared
by many at the cancellation of our skills day. And,
even though we didn’t get the opportunity to take
advantage of all of Mary & Ian’s hard work I would
like to thank them for their dedication and
willingness to open their farm to all of us. They are
a true inspiration.
Not all of this past summer was lost. Nicole
Cable’s clinic was a huge success, again. Speaking
for myself, my Welsh pony Samson and I had a
great refresher! I received feedback from many
drivers, all with good results and words of praise for
Nicole.
In the next few weeks the executive will be
meeting. One of the items to discuss will be the
Christmas party. We will let everyone know about
dates and venue. I look forward to seeing everyone
again. Until then, drive on!
Cheers!

– Terry Olmstead
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Please note our President, Terry Olmstead
has a new email address:
EOPDSdrive@yahoo.com
which should be used for all EOPDS business.
NOTICE: Limerick Forest now has some trails
which are wide enough for carriage driving.
The main paved road through the forest is
Forsythe Road. Typhair Trail (it is also a 911
route) runs off of Forsythe to Cooper Road. It is
wide enough for a carriage, and closer to the
Cooper end there are wide cross trails, recently
built. Worth checking out!

Hat Auction:
Please check out the this important notice in
the Announcement Section on Page 13

Our Fall Getaway
by Mary Mulligan
Might you be looking for an ideal holiday
destination for you and your horse? Well, just this
past weekend I found that exact thing! I'd love to
share with you.
First, rewind to July and August of this year. Due
to health issues I was forced to cancel going to
Walnut Hill and then due to the rain had to cancel
the Driving Skills Day at our farm. Both were
terribly disappointing for me. Ian, who always tries
his best to "fix things" stepped in and quietly
planned a trip for Shayman and I. He knew that I
had always wanted to go to Acadia National Park to
drive the trails and a couple of days before we were
to leave he told me to pack my bags!
For those of you who never heard of this
destination, here is a little background. Around
1919 John D. Rockefeller, who was an avid horse
man, bought a huge piece of land in Bar Harbour,
Maine where his family loved to vacation in the
summer and then set about building 48 miles of
trails through the virgin forest and mountains.
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Believe me the term "trails" is a misnomer. They
are actually 16 foot wide gravelled, beautifully
groomed roads. The best part is he designated them
strictly for horses, bicycles and hikers! No
motorized vehicles are allowed on the trails to this
day.
Wildwood Stables are where the visiting horses are
stabled and are located near the centre of the Park
and that is where Shayman called home for three
days. We meanwhile bunked in at the Bar Harbour
Regency Hotel. This was the headquarters for the
American Driving Society who were holding their
40 th Anniversary celebrations that very weekend.
What a bonus! Meeting the who's who of the ADS
was fascinating. They put on lunches, dinners,
demonstrations, workshops and speakers for all
members. It was hard to choose what to attend. I
particularly enjoyed two talks given by Gloria
Austin on "Communicating with your Horse."
The absolute highlight of the weekend though was
the driving! Ian and I, along with Nicole Cable,
Dee McCartney and our two trusty steeds, Shayman
and Newly, drove two and a half hours each
morning. The scenery was spectacular. The foliage
was so colourful, the ponds and streams were
crystal clear, the massive stone bridges were
impressive and the twisting and winding roads were
so interesting. The engineers who designed the
roads did it in such a way that it took advantage of
the best views and the trails were carved into the
mountains so that there was never more than a 7
degree incline. Shayman appreciated that! Where
there were particularly dangerous drops of hundreds
of feet off the side they placed huge boulders for
safety reasons. Without those I doubt I would have
ventured onto the trails. But as it was we felt very
safe. We met several other drivers, bikers and
hikers on the trails and everyone was polite,
considerate and friendly.
Strangely we didn't happen to see any riders on the
trail.
We were exceptionally lucky with the weather too
which was sunny and ranged from 26 to 30 degrees.
I had packed my rain gear but was glad to have not
needed it.
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Good food, including a great lobster dinner, some
great wine and lots of laughs rounded of a great
holiday. Even Shayman seemed to love it!
The only down side was the 11 hour drive to get
there, but I'd do it again in a heartbeat. I strongly
recommend it!

Keep Safe Working with Horses
by Pat Wolfe
If you get hurt while working with horses, what are
the consequences? Injuries can be very expensive
to all of us as we pay for each other’s health issues
through our taxes here in Canada. Our injuries have
an emotional and financial impact on our families.
And your horse can also be hurt if you are not
acting in a safe manner.
I have been working for 50 years and I’ve only had
one accident in the work place (six weeks at home
after a finger was caught under a manhole cover of
all things- incredibly painful!)
With horse activities I regret to say I was injured
many times with many ambulance trips to the
hospital before I paid attention to safety equipment.
I just came back from a three day horse camping
trip. On the first day we went on a six hour 25
kilometer ride through the roughest terrain you can
imagine. There were steep hills, slippery rocks,
deep sucking mud, a river to ford, a beaver flood, a
major highway that we crossed, and even a rickety
wooden bridge.
We had two incidents where someone could have
been badly hurt. In the first case, a horse stepped
into a hornets’ nest and was stung. The horse
started bucking and the rider fell off. The rest of
our horses bolted ahead down the trail. Fortunately
the rider who fell was not seriously injured but
certainly could have been, and the rest of us
managed to get our horses under control although
we got a few stings, but that’s how easy an accident
can happen.
The second incident occurred when one of the
horses was going down a steep grade, and slipped
on a mossy rock. He went down on his side with
his rider under him. Again, luckily, the rider was
only bruised as was the horse.
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I use four studs (corks) in each of my mare’s four
shoes. Some people only use 2 shoes but I feel
when I’m on trails as often as I am, I need a 4 X 4.
Studs give Emmeline good purchase on all terrain,
mud in summer and ice in winter.
There were six of us riding: two were wearing
helmets and one was wearing a safety vest. I was
one of the two with a helmet, and the only one with
a safety vest. When I ride or drive at any time I
wear a helmet and a safety vest. I’ve been saved
from cracked and broken ribs several times since I
bought my safety vest. I highly recommend studs
for the horse and a safety vest for you.
A riding helmet is the most important piece of
equipment I own and needs a few paragraphs of its
own. It should absolutely be used at all times
whether training on the ground, or when riding,
driving or doing draft work.
Before helmets were commonly used, I experienced
life-threatening injuries when I was thrown against
a fence by a Fjord I had just purchased. I should
have taken a clue from his name, Hammer. We
later found out I wasn’t the first to be injured by this
horse, but certainly the most seriously.
I did several things wrong. I attempted to ride
Hammer for the first time when I was alone on the
farm. Now I’m careful to have someone around
when I do anything with a potential danger. And I
did it without wearing a helmet.
I have no recollection of what happened except
what I’ve been told. Somehow I crawled into the
house from the round pen and collapsed near the
phone, with my leg broken in four places, many ribs
broken, a smashed collarbone, and the worst injury
of all, a bad concussion. Head injuries can be very
serious, and a helmet would have saved me that one
(not to mention a vest would have saved my ribs.)
By total chance, a real estate agent called the house
for information about a log house I was building
and I somehow reached up for the phone on a table
above me and gasped out a plea for help. This kind
stranger called 911, then jumped in her car 100
kilometres away, and drove to our farm to be sure
someone would find me. When Jane arrived home
an ambulance was already in our driveway and by
the time the woman arrived, Jane and I were at the
hospital.
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We had no idea how the ambulance showed up until
the woman visited me in hospital several days later
and told her story. This all ended much more
happily than it could have. The agent bought my
log house and I bought a helmet eight days later
when I was let out of the hospital.
Another safety issue is steel toed footwear. Too
many people have had their toes broken because
horses accidently stepped on their feet. My wife at
this very moment is hobbling around with a broken
little toe. As I said, my Fjords have shoes with
studs on all feet and Jane, in sandals, was holding
Emmeline at a fair two weeks ago. Big mistake.
Another item I don’t go anywhere without is my
utility knife. It can serve many purposes, such as
cutting a harness to get a horse out of a sleigh going
through the ice, as I reported in a past issue of the
newsletter.
Another incident I’ll never forget took place years
ago. I was driving my stallion Hostar home from
the Woodstock Fjord Show in Vermont. It was 2
AM, and before cell phones were used (another
piece of important safety equipment).
When I stopped to get gas, I looked into the trailer
and nearly fainted. Hostar was hung up by his
testicles with his hind feet barely touching the
ground. How he managed it is still a mystery, but
he tried to jump into his manger. Other than my
passenger who was not a horse person, there was
only a kid that pumped gas- no one capable of
helping. I pulled the hack saw blade out of my
utility knife and began sawing the front partition. It
took two painfully slow hours to get Hostar free.
I used the gas bar’s phone and called out a vet
whose verdict was that we had one sore horse, but
no damage done. If I hadn’t carried my utility knife
that night we wouldn’t perhaps have had all
Hostar’s wonderful progeny.
A good first aid kit can save your life and that of
your horse. I was out on the trail quite recently
with the Madawaska Pleasure Riders club. We
always take a safety kit as part of our required
equipment. We were crossing a creek on a ten foot
long metal bridge someone had made using the
deck of an old logging truck.
Suddenly my friend’s Appaloosa spooked at the
sound of hooves on metal and slipped off the side
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gashing the horse’s leg. Immediately we were able
to stop the bleeding with a pressure bandage from
our kit and get him back to the trailer, averting a
perhaps severe loss of blood.
Overall, I think the
most important safety item is to think safety at all
times around a horse. Enjoy your horse and keep
out of the vet clinic and the hospital.

A Fine Mini Vacation
by Karen Lamb
This summer I took my miniature horse DCF Fine
and Dandy (Danny) to visit friends that own Kendal
Hills Kennel and Country Vacations. Frances and
Tim Tufts live in the Oak Ridge’s Moraine right
against the Ganaraska Park. It is about a 4 hour
drive from Ottawa. Their property has wonderful
trails cut through the bush and you can ride or drive
right into the Ganny. Most of the property is quite
hilly and a bit too steep for a single mini but great
for riding or for driving a pair of minis or a single
or team of ponies or horses. It is a great area for
hiking too, for non-horsey family members. The
facilities include a “bunky” that sleeps 6 with a
kitchen. It includes trailer parking and a grassy
paddock with a covered area for your horses. Stalls
are also available for rent. There are also bed and
breakfast facilities in the farm house. Frances and
Tim also raise English Field Setters and Canadian
Horses.
Their web site is http://www.kendalhills.ca

Out for a drive. My shepherd Larkin went too.

Danny meeting Junior to prove minis are not dangerous.
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Money Saving Device Pleases
Non-Horsey Spouse
By Regina Loubier
My two horses (small horse and large pony) are on
pasture from late spring to mid fall and used to get
hay (thrown on the ground twice a day) for the
remainder of the year. They are not stabled and
only have a south facing run in shelter to hide from
the wind and are not blanketed so it is important
that they have adequate hay to help them keep
warm and to keep them healthy. As hay is our
biggest expense, we don't like to see it wasted. We
(in particular, my husband - the non-horsey spouse)
were tired seeing the wasted, uneaten hay which
was trod on and sometimes urinated on.
So last year, after some research, I decided to
purchase two Canadian made hanging NAG
(natural alternative grazers). Bags with 1.5 inch
openings also called slow feeding bags. So horses
do not get overly frustrated, 1.5 inch holes are
recommended. Each bag holds 3-4 flakes of hay.
For the first few days while the horses are learning
to eat from the bag, it is suggested to put out some
loose hay along with the hay filled bags. They
come with a swivel clip which I clip into a ring
fastened into the wall of the run in shelter and I also
tie the loose ends of the rope into the ring. The
bags are sturdy and come with matching repair
twine which I have not had to use yet. After one
season, the bags show little sign of wear. The
company offers all kinds of slow feeding bag
options including for round bales and large square
bales and for all sizes of equines and other grazers.
Unfortunately, there are no dealers in eastern
Ontario. They are shipped from out west and the
two bags with shipping cost approximately $110.
The website is http://www.slowfeeder.com.

It's a little more work than tossing flakes on the
ground, but saves on hay and allows them to have
something to nibble on all through the day and
night. Only on the very cold winter days are the
bags empty in the morning so I ensure the bags are
packed full and will also put some loose hay on the
ground as well.
I particularly like that the horses are not grouchy in
the morning. They are relaxed and content.
I just recently read an article in the Horse Journal,
explaining the importance of allowing a horse to
nibble all day because the horse's stomach excretes
acid all the time and acid in an empty stomach is
painful. Nibbling all day allows their digestive
system function normally and prevents ulcers and
colic.
So using NAG bags make the horses and my
husband happy.
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Getting Your Horse Accustomed to
Water
By Pat Wolfe
I like to get my horses used to water at a very young
age. Babies like to follow their mothers so
whenever it rains and mud puddles appear, I lead
the mothers through the puddles and the babies
follow.
If I’m starting with a little older horse, like my
yearling Rose, I tie the horse to the barn and put a
haynet in front of her. While she’s eating, I use a
garden hose and trickle water on the ground near
her. After she gets used to the water on the ground,
I start on her feet and work up her legs. When she
gets comfortable with water on her legs, I slowly
move the water up her body.
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horses. They actually go towards it. Then, after the
training session, they get a handful of oats in their
feed buckets – never from my hand. All my horses
really look forward to these treats.
Coming back to getting your horse used to water,
from the hose and the haynet, I head off towards
some shallow water with a feed bucket of oats.

Rose’s mind is off her feet in the shallow pond and on her
stomach.

Rose munches happily as I spray her body with the hose.

Do not rush this process: it sometimes takes days
for young horses to get used to having water
sprayed on them. If they get frightened at this
point, you have a major problem down the road.
As an aside, I use food a lot when training my
horses. Fjords love to eat so they focus most of
their attention on food and not on scary new
situations. As well as using the haynet for teaching
them to ignore and then enjoy being wet, I also use
other foods as treats before and after every sort of
training session. If I’m riding or driving I put corn
syrup on their bits before I put a bridle in their
mouths. I call this a sweet bit. Needless to say, I
have no problem putting a bridle on any of my

At this point the horse would know how to lead.
The water could be a man-made puddle or a small,
shallow body of water. Three or four inches is deep
enough for the first time. Before you put a horse
into any water make sure the footing is solid. Most
horses do not like muddy bottoms.
When I get right beside the water I give the horse a
bite of oats out of the bucket. Then I walk into the
water ahead of the horse and ask her to follow me.
As soon as she puts one foot in the water, I give her
a bite of oats. She may step in and out a few times,
but every time she steps in she gets more oats.
Within a few minutes she should be standing in the
water eating out of the bucket.
The next step is to move into a larger and deeper
body of water. You can wade into the deep water
and ask the young horse to follow, or you can pony
the young horse into the water while riding another
horse.
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I’m lucky to have a beaver pond on the property. I’ve put in a
load of gravel to make the footing safe and it’s a great place to
train. Rose is tied to her mother whom she trusts.

Again take it one step at a time. Let her take a
couple of steps and let her get used to that. If you
have a bucket of oats with you, now is the time to
give a reward. If you are riding a horse that the
young horse is used to, the young one will normally
follow her friend. Once you get in a little way, stop
and let her play. Often the young horse will paw
and splash.
You want to keep doing this exercise until the
young horse doesn’t hesitate to enter the water.
Summer time is the best season to do this training.
The cool water will feel nice to the young horse on
a hot summer’s day.
Once your horse feels comfortable in water you will
be able to compete in classes that have water
crossings in them. Before driving or riding in water
make sure it is safe for you and your horse.
To get your horse ready for pleasure driving shows,
eventing or CDE’s, take every opportunity you can
to get your horse into water. When I’m riding or
driving and there is a puddle on the road I will make
sure the horse goes through it. Do not let a horse go
around a puddle even if it is two feet wide and only
two inches deep. This training will give the horse
confidence that he can go through any water you
point him to. Also remember that a horse can’t
judge the depth of water. What you want to build
with this training is the huge trust between you and
your horse which allows him to do what you ask.
If there is a water hazard at a pleasure driving show,
you are allowed to practice the day before the show.
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A CDE is different. You don’t get a chance to
practice the water hazard beforehand.
If
you have an older horse who’s never been good
with water, and you’re in a tough situation where
you need to go through water, on a trail ride for
instance, there’s another trick I use. Turn your
horse around, and back him into the water. I’ve
gone right across a stream backwards, then
forwards through the water again, and after that the
horse is easier with it. However, the best way, as
always, is the slow and steady learning I’ve
described above, and that’s best done when the
horse is a youngster. If you start off slowly, you
will have a brave horse when it comes to crossing
water.

Here you can see the results of water training. Rose’s mother
Emmeline and her aunt Gaja tear through a water hazard.

The Pakenham Fair 2014
By Jane Beall
The day was wet but our spirits were high as we
loaded the horse trailer. First in was Pat’s Fjord
Emmeline, then my black and white mini Shadow,
and our grand-daughter’s 20 year old strawberry
roan mini, which she appropriately renamed
Strawberry (he was Jack in his former life before
Sandy Beach so generously gave him to Julia.)
Once the horses were on board, we attached Pat’s
Meadowbrook to the back of the trailer and loaded
the truck with our two mini carts.
What a crew we were heading to the fair: Pat and I,
and 2 eleven year olds and a 12 year old, drivers
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and riders: grand-daughter Julia, her friend Tiegan
from next door, and Natasha, was visiting all the
way from Belgium.
Every summer Pat has “horse camp” for our granddaughters and their friends and since he’s a driver,
Julia has begun to take a real interest in driving. In
fact, she’s been driving the pair up and down our
mile long driveway with Grandpa beside her. But
since one half of Pat’s pair was on the way to
Wisconsin, Julia decided on Strawberry.
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The girls have also been busy up in our loft with the
sewing machine. They’ve made a costume.
Strawberry is entered in the costume class as a
poodle. Tiegan will lead the big poodle and the
other two will walk on both sides carrying our two
“real” poodles, just in case the audience and judge
can’t figure out the costume. I have to say that this
was such a hoot. I’ve never seen a judge (Wayne
Byrnes was wonderful with the kids!), reattaching
the poodle’s front left foot when it fell off during
the judging. They came second and were busy
figuring out the math for a 3 way split of the prize
money.

Julia with Strawberry in his little red mini sulky.

Tiegan is the rider so she’s set to ride Emmeline in
the walk and trot. Natasha is nervous since this is
her first experience at a show; she’s done well
driving in “horse camp” so she is driving Shadow.
Pat and I are also driving in lots of classes: Pat with
Emmeline, and me with the minis.

Three poodles: Rascal, Rupert and Strawberry.

We always love the Pakenham Fair. It has such a
welcoming feeling. There’s something for everyone
in the family and we entered just about everything.
We were happy to see quite a few other OEPDS
members at the show.

Shadow and I trotting the Slalom Course.
Val Wilkinson driving her Arabian in Pakenham.
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We saw Al and Val Wilkinson, Janet and Noel
Noyes-Brown, and Nadja Davidson as well as our
super judge Wayne Byrne and organizers Yogi
Schiffer, Val and Janet.
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the day. Oh yes, and Grandpa Pat raked in the
Overall High Point Open Driving.

Al Wilkinson drives his Suffolk Punch.

Julia shows off her giant rosette and trophy with her mini star
Strawberry!

I encourage everyone to take part next year. It was
lots of fun and it deserves our support.

Nadja Davidson and Princess on the left.

Ontario Carriage Driving Association
July 12-13, 2014 Pleasure Driving
Show
By Regina Loubier

Janet Noyes-Brown and her Haflinger.

I don’t like to brag and say we cleaned up, but
Tiegan got two firsts in riding, and first time driver
Natasha got first in a driving class as well as a very
positive response from the judge, and our Julia was
thrilled to receive the Mini Horse Championship of

Diana Trafford invited me to groom for her at the
Ontario Carriage Driving Association Classic
Pleasure Driving Show just north of Burlington. I
have never been involved with preparing for classes
in a show. I had heard that it was a lot of work but
had really no idea of what it entailed and was
honoured that Diana had asked me.
The weekend before, we met at Mian Farm. Diana
was there with the cargo trailer she was bringing
down. Ian Mulligan was organizing, in advance, the
transport of carts, horses and all the equipment,
supplies and feed needed for a weekend. I was to
bring an outfit, dark pants, jackets, appropriate
footwear and my one hat which I thought might be
suitable for the classes I was to ride in as a
passenger. With Mary Mulligan's advice, my outfit
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was decided upon. Although I am not a "hat
person", I bought a hat from Mary, (probably the
start of a collection) and borrowed an apron to wear
in the classes.
We left Mian Farm the following Friday morning.
We were travelling with Mary and Ian who were
showing their Welsh Cob pony, Shayman; Lynda
Rivington who was showing her Section A Welsh
Pony, Liam; and Maney McNeil. In the
Mulligan's truck were Ian, Mary, Maney, and
Lynda, pulling a trailer with their two horses and
Diana's standardbred, Abigail (Abbi). On the back
of their trailer, Lynda's Meadowbrook cart was tied
up. I travelled with Diana in her truck. She was
pulling a cargo trailer with her cart and Mary's cart.

Iron Horse Equestrian Center - Competitor stables
Picture by Sheila Klerks

We arrived at the Iron Horse Equestrian Centre
(IHEC) mid-afternoon. The drive went well.
Thankfully the stalled traffic on the 401 going
through Toronto was in the lanes going the other
direction. After checking the rented stall for
anything dangerous and preparing it with shavings,
hay, water and well soaked beet pulp, Abbi was
allowed in. Mary and Ian had rented an extra stall
to set up as the harness cleaning and storage room
with a table and chairs and we unloaded all our
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Rubbermaid bins with cleaning supplies, feed and
harness.
After a conversation with another competitor, Diana
decided we should harness and hitch up Abbi and
acquaint her with the show rings. Upon attempting
to get into Diana's two wheeled cart, I learned that I
would need either a good heave ho to help me up
into the cart or a step stool. The value of practice
runs was brought home especially with a newbie
(me!).
After working Abbi out in the practice ring and
giving her a chance to check things out, back to the
stalls we went. She was watered and fed, harness
was cleaned and then we went to our motel room to
prepare to water and feed ourselves. There was a
little confusion in locating the Comfort Inn we were
booked, as there are two South Service Roads in
Burlington. A quick change and we were off to
meet the others at Jack Astor's for a lovely meal and
then back to the motel for a quick shower and off to
bed.
The alarm went off at 6 am; the motel staff called
shortly after with a wakeup call (precautionary) ;
we were out of our room at 6:30; grabbed a quick
bite in the breakfast room (they kindly opened the
breakfast bar early for us) or at a nearby Timmies
and then arrived at the IHEC for shortly after seven.
Diana was entered in four classes. Saturday was
extremely hot and humid. In preparing Abbi for the
classes, Diana asked me to paint Abbi's hooves. I
did warn her that I had never done this before and
that my daughter asks me to apply nail polish to her
nails only as a last resort, but I did a passable job.
Kirsten Brunner who was competing, as well as her
daughter Kilby, stopped by to give Diana a few
words of advice and encouragement.
To get to the rings, there was a hill to descend and
because of the heat, volunteers were available with
a shuttle car, ATV or golf cart to take you down to
the rings or back to the stables which was very
much appreciated. I would walk down or get a ride
carrying my stool to join Diana at the warm up ring.
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Diana Trafford and Regina Loubier
Picture from Eric Riehl/Metroland Media Group

There were two things that I remember in particular
about the classes - the difficulty hearing the class
steward call out the required gaits and Abbi's
powerful trot. When drivers were asked for a
strong trot, I remember looking down at Abbi's
hindquarters, pumping away and feeling awed by
her powerful stride.
After each class, after helping Diana care for Abbi,
I would clean the harness i.e. wipe the leather, clean
brass and shine the patent leather and give the cart a
quick clean. Maney and Mary pointed out that at
Walnut Hill, a much more prestigious event, the
judges would check if the backs of the brass buckles
were also polished.
We were starting to feel the effects of the heat and
humidity buildup in the afternoon and were
guzzling water, wetting handkerchiefs to put around
our necks and finally sitting in the running truck
with the A/C on. What a relief!
At the end of Saturday, a pizza and beer party had
been organized giving competitors and organizers a
chance to sit and chat and enjoy a cold beverage.
We were back at the inn by 8pm and after a quick
shower, in bed by 9 and it did not take long to fall
asleep.
The Sunday morning routine was similar to the day
before. Diana was in two dressage classes and did
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not require me as a passenger for which truthfully I
did not mind as it poured when Diana's time came.
It only lasted the morning and by the afternoon the
sun was shining. Although our day was finished,
Mary had won the Single Pony Championship and
there was a class late in the afternoon to determine
the Overall Grand Champion which she happily
won.
In addition, Lynda won first in her Dressage class.
I guess I did not bring any beginner's luck with me.
Diana won two fourth places, two fifth places and
two thirds in the dressage portion.
We packed up, in what seemed, in remarkably
quick time and were back at Mian Farm late at
night.
Another long day and a long weekend, but I
learned much about what is involved in competing.
The volunteers were so very helpful and the
competitors friendly. Having this opportunity to
care for Abbi through the weekend certainly
increased my confidence and I could feel the
difference in my attitude with my own horse when
we returned.
I look forward to my first competition to a small
show where I don't have to clean the back side of
my brass buckles.

Lynda Rivington and Mary Mulligan
Picture from Eric Riehl/Metroland Media Group
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St. Lazare Carriage Driving Club
Competition
by Bill Gardner
Francine and I went to St. Lazare for a driving
competition at Place Wilhelm near St. Lazare on the
31st of August. This was organized by the St.
Lazare Carriage Driving Club. Hilary Beaty and
Larry Poirier also were there. Unfortunately, I was
too busy driving to take many pictures but the
weather was good and we all had fun. I won a red
ribbon in dressage for the novice class and this will
be much treasured. It may be the only first I will
ever get since the only other competitor was Larry
with his donkey. The donkey tried hard but got
bored after a while and left the ring to join his
friend. Everyone was in stitches.
The comradery and the help and advice I obtained
from everyone there was very much appreciated.
We really enjoyed the day.

Bill Gardner getting ready

Hilary Beaty and Larry Poirier
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Announcements
Hat Auction
This year EOPDS lost one of their long-time members, June Pelot. June was a dedicated supporter of our club and continues to be. She donated all of her
driving hats and a lovely scarf to our club in hopes that the money this generous act would generate would help the club financially and the purchasers
would continue to enjoy wearing her hats while driving. To that end, we are including pictures of each hat and the scarf with this article and are asking that
anyone who is interesting in BIDDING on one or more items, please email Terry Olmstead, our president, at EOPDSdrive@yahoo.com and make an
offer. The highest bidder by October 31st will be notified that she/he is the proud owner. Thank you in advance for your bids!
Hat #1

Hat #4

Hat #2

Hat #5

Hat #3

Scarf
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Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that
can be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

World Single Horse Championships
2014

Book Review

On September 24th to September28th 2914, the
World Singles Horse Championship will be held in
Hungary.
Team Canada has one entry in this competition.
She is Kelly Bruder, who lives and trains in the
Netherlands. She will be competing with a Dutch
Harness Horse. She is Laurie Bruder's daughter.
Laurie lives in Windy Knoll Farm, Ariss Ontario
which is near Guelph, Ontario. Both Kelly and
Laurie have competed successfully over many years
at the Canadian Carriage Championship Classic,
held at Tralee, and also at Walnut Hill. In order to
defray her expenses in qualifying for this
competition, Kelly is giving a clinic at her mother's
farm in Spring 2015.

When I was at the ADS Convension this past
weekend I picked up two new small books that I
wold like to recommend to you if the titles spark
your interest.

By Mary Mulligan

They are:
" A Drive Through Time: Carriages, Horses and
History" By Gloria Austin, Stephanie Sutch and
Linda Beaulieu
"A glossary of Harness Parts and Related Terms"
By Gloria Austin.
One should look at http://gloriaaustin.com/ for
ordering information.

Over two days Kelly will give an informal talk
followed by a meal. On the following day a
regulations CDE Cones Course will be held at the
Bruder farm set by Frank Houtapels. A donation of
$250.00 will give participants a spot at the clinic.
Kelly can give lessons under saddle or in carriage
driving. Local stabling can be arranged.
For more informaion please contact:
Laurie Bruder
Windy Knoll Farm
7218 Sideroad 14, RR#2
Ariss, Ontario
N0B1B0
laurie@windyknollfarm.ca
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Picture Pages
Acadia National Park

Mary and Ian Mulligan driving Shayman

Newly following Mary Mulligan
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Newly being driven by Dee McCartney and Shayman being
driven by Mary Mulligan

Dee McCartney, Ian Mulligan and Nicole Cable

Mary and Ian Mulligan
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EOPDS Calendar of Events 2014*
DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

CONTACT

Oct 18

EOPDS Social Drive

Phyllis Begg 613-489-3768 / pbegg@ripnet.com

Oct 7-12

The National Drive and Ride

Limerick Forest, Ontario
Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington,
Kentucky, USA

Oct 17-18

Martin’s Fall Auction

Lebanon, Pennsylvania, USA

Nov 7-16

Royal Winter Fair

Toronto, Ontario

Dec 4

EOPDS Christmas Social -5:30pm

Red Dot Cafe, Osgoode, Ontario

http://www.nationaldrive.net/
717-354-6671 or
http://www.martinauctioneers.com/
www.royalfair.org 416 263-3400
Terry Olmstead 613-258-1472
eopdsdrive@yahoo.com

*EOPDS dates subject to change
OCDA: Ontario Carriage Driving Association
OVLHA: Ottawa Valley Light Horse Association
TBD: To Be Determined

TCCA: Tri-County Carriage Driving Association
SLCDC: St. Lazare Carriage Driving Club
TBA: To Be Announced

CAA: Carriage Association of America
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Classifieds
(Please note that classifieds will be kept in newsletter for
four issues or removed by seller if requested)

September 2014

For Sale: Cart Fits horse 14.2 to 16.2 Harness (in
good condition) for sale as well. Reason for selling
- driving horse now retired at 25 plus. Contact
Phyllis Begg 613-489-3768 or pbegg@ripnet.com

For Sale: Vintage Irish jaunting car (aka side car,
post car, or jarvey depending on its purpose as a
public vehicle for hire or delivering mail to the
outlying districts in Ireland 100+ years ago, or for
carrying tourists in present day Killarney). Built in
Smetwick, England in 1893 and saw extensive use
in Ireland before finding its way to North America.
Restored to its original condition. Almost complete
harness set included. Asking price: $5000. Contact
613-863-0423 or tioconnor@sympatico.ca

For Sale: Miscellaneous Driving Items for sale

For Sale: 4-seater Ralli Car with curved shafts
made in 1885, in Montreal for a priest. Very good
condition, asking $4000. Fits horse from 15.2h to
17h. Contact Hilary Beaty, 613-932-1445, or
h.beaty1@gmail.com

Whip, bamboo
$55.00
Whip, nylon
$25.00
Reins, show
$50.00
Reins, ground driving, two-tone
$60.00
Reins, sleigh
$50.00
Ideal Harness, 4 piece harness hooks
$20.00
Kicking strap, beta
$15.00
Slow Moving Target w/ velcro
$20.00
Carriage Axle Tie Downs, set of 2
$20.00
Chest pads, waffle finish, black (2)
$20.00 each
Overchecks, beta, black (2)
$10.00 each
Wagon wheel wrenches (2)
$5.00 each
Driving Bits:
Liverpool type, straight bar, 6”
$15.00
Liverpool type, ported, 6”
$15.00
Straight bar, 5.5”
$15.00
ESS Training Rein, never used
$30.00
Freedman Number Holder
$10.00
Freedman Spares Kit, never used
$550.00
Also many other stable and horse items for sale, ie. muck
rakes, ProChoice Ventech Elite SMB and Balistic over reach
boots all new, No Bow bandages all new, flymasks new, stable
sheets, blankets, leather halters, grooming items, buckets, etc.
Please call Carol Ann Mills at 613-874-1421 or email at
LostRiverFarm@gmail.com for complete list, additional
details and photos.
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Wanted: Harness to fit a 15.2-15.3 hand horse.
In good condition but does not need to be show
quality. Please contact: Valerie Everson at: 613488-3066 or email: rockingh@magma.ca

September 2014

Training Available - I have decided to train minis
to drive check out my web site under the training
tab. Minis are a lot of fun to drive and you can
drive them all year round. 613-256-0631
http://www.patwolfefjords.com

Wanted: Black Leather Harness to fit a 14 hand
pony. Please contact Val 613-256-4324 or
wilkinson@storm.ca
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The EOPDS gratefully acknowledges the Ontario
Ministry of Health Promotion, through the Ontario
Equestrian Federation (OEF), for its financial
contribution to EOPDS.

Drive Ontario offers free advertising to all who are
members of Drive Ontario, which includes EOPDS
members. Contact
DriveOntarioClassifieds@xplornet.ca to post an ad
or view ads at www.driveontario.ca

Membership Notice: Participants in club events
must have a current membership. Send proof of
insurance with the signed renewal and waiver
forms (available at http://www.eopds.ca/ )

September 2014

EOPDS Contact:
Terry Olmstead, President
2950 County Road 20, Kemptville, ON
K0G 1J0
EOPDSdrive@yahoo.com
613-258-1472
Phyllis Begg (VP):
Regina Loubier (Sec):
Barry Beach (Treas):

613-489-3768
613-258-4305
613-839-2127

Directors
Bill Gardiner
Wendy Huckabone
Margaret Monnelly
Jennifer Sigouin

613-835-9807
613-258-2961
613-825-3853
613-742-6715

Past President
Mary Mulligan

613-692-3296

Fees: Individual $30, Family $40
Mail to: Barry Beach, EOPDS Treasurer,
1894 March Road, Kanata, ON K2K 1X7

Send items for the next newsletter by
February 15, 2015 to:

Telephone: 613-839-2127

Wendy Huckabone
R.R. #1, 1001 Floyd Rd., Kemptville, ON
K0G 1J0

Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that can
be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

Telephone: 613-258-2961
or email
wendy.huckabone@ripnet.com
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